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Editorial Point

Will Common Core State Standards facilitate consistency and choice?

The development of the Common Core State Standards (CCSS), if implemented well, represents a step forward towards achieving an educational system that simultaneously encourages a common level of consistency and affords choice in mathematics education, particularly at the secondary level.

Education can be viewed as a public good or a private good, as the source of granting access to learning or withholding it, as the place for institutionalizing knowledge or individualizing it, or as all of these things, representative of the various pressures that invade the educational landscape. Consistency and choice are often opposing forces in the educational landscape, frequently brought out by debates around standards-based education, like the current proposition and adoption of the CCSS. The idea of standards-based education is linked to trying to achieve consistency, which is often viewed as being at the expense of choice. Americans cringe at the thought of enforcing consistency without consideration of the individual; they fear that national-level standards would create too many barriers for differentiating the curriculum enough to serve every student individually.

Yet a common core curriculum between states has many advantages—the United States is one of the only OECD countries to have such a decentralized system. Common standards have the capacity to: allow all students, regardless of state, city, or location, access to rigorous and carefully planned out materials, under teachers who are held accountable to teaching the same curriculum by state assessments; simplify and focus the content taught in K-12 mathematics courses; allow choice, but also include high expectations; facilitate transcript reviews by post-secondary institutions, since courses taught in different schools and states would cover similar core content; and keep teachers knowledgeable of basic expectations and goals in education. Common standards between states are advantageous in many ways in an age of testing and international accountability and comparison. The question surrounding the adoption of these core standards is less about the evidence for why they should be included, and more about how these standards would be implemented.

If the swing towards consistency, represented by the CCSS, comes at the cost of choice, the results will be poor. Choice, however, can be elusive. Granting too little choice in education in the short term, by mass producing education and treating everyone as identical, can have a stifling effect on creativity and unnecessarily limit what students are exposed to in a way that restricts options in the long run. Still, granting too much choice in the short term, by letting individuals make potentially limiting and uninformed decisions too early, also can exponentially reduce the availability of choices and options in the long term—perhaps, even, in a way that disadvantages and does not serve some populations of students equally. It must be for a balance between regulating and allowing choice that standards aim. The proposed CCSS give evidence of just that. Requiring students to complete up to Algebra II helps keep future options open; making a broad variety of secondary mathematics curriculum available to students helps keep the mathematics content relevant and useful for a variety of future careers. The educational requirements in mathematics are less about mathematicians’ egos than American democratic tendencies and ideals. Not teaching mathematics, not clearly identifying what should be taught, not setting high expectations, and not including relevant alternatives to traditional mathematics courses are mistakes.

The CCSS document reflects a balance between consistency and choice desired in education. If their implementation becomes a vehicle to promote consistency, but still adopted and executed at a local level, allowing for some choice, they have the capacity to promote a positive sea change in mathematics education.

Nicholas H. Wasserman
Editorial Counterpoint

Will Common Core State Standards lead to unexpected outcomes?

The Common Core State Standards are a continued move towards the standardization of American public mathematics, under the guise of consistency, and a unified definition of appropriate mathematics for the future American citizen. In continuing on with the march towards standardization, “There are known knowns. These are things we know that we know. There are known unknowns. That is to say, there are things that we know we don’t know. But there are also unknown unknowns. There are things we don’t know we don’t know” (Rumsfeld, 2002).

These insightful words offer us a surprisingly accurate way of viewing the current incarnation of the ongoing standards movement. The known knowns are the modern characteristics of the ideal child. A smooth flowing document, CCSS opens by describing how a child is to think in mathematical situations, effortlessly shifting to what the appropriate content is to expose a child to in order to fabricate this modern democratic citizen. If adhered to and mastered, a child has the ability to succeed in college and career.

The known unknowns of the most recent edition of the mathematics standards are the effects the standards will have on the teaching and learning of mathematics in our public schools. But the mood is optimistic. There is reason for this optimism, and as we listen to the rhetoric of the importance of education for the good of the nation, we gain insight into the motivation for improvement. A highly technologically skilled workforce will lead the United States back to the top in economic innovation and development, while simultaneously developing a better informed citizenry that can use mathematics critically to examine real life situations. The coming years will offer us insight into the current things we don’t know we don’t know as far as outcomes and efficacy of the evolving standards movement. It is these unknown unknowns that should cause pause.

While these innovations and rationales seem reasonable at first, one also must take into consideration the history of public education in the United States and its past effects on our population. Currently our schools serve as societal filters, relegating those who choose to resist or reject modernity’s ascriptions, to lower standards of living and limited access to governmental agency. There are reasons to believe that this may, in fact, be by design. At this crucial moment in history it is important to question the role that mathematicians and mathematics educators will play in continuing these past patterns of discrimination.

Complicity in this enterprise is not an easy pill to swallow, especially when many of those involved have the best of intentions. Regardless, whether to support the trend of standardizing education is a necessary question for anybody who involves themselves in these matters. The CCSS document itself is harmless; however, it provides others with artillery to move forward, streamlining content and creating assessments for our schools. With the new standards in the hands of policy makers, our schools are transformed into marketplaces for private industry under the guise of educational technology, test development, and curriculum materials. Is the crisis in education based upon poor performance on admittedly unreliable assessments? If so, is the expenditure of time and capital justified?

How democratic ideals will be realized through limiting choice in education, narrowing and governing the soul of the American student, and mandating ascription to modernity’s capitalist ideals, is a question that will continue to go unanswered by those whose interests have been served for many years. The ominous unknown unknown of the standards movement may be its impact upon democracy. Will national standards that restrict educational choices lead eventually to restriction of action, of thought, of belief? Will curricular proscription lead eventually to proscribed lives? Truly an unknown unknown!

Jacob Koehler

---

1 Rumsfeld, Donald. Press Conference at NATO Headquarters. Brussels, Belgium. 06 June 2002
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